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ESL students are taught by content and language teachers who share a school build-

ing but may not share their frustrations concerns or expertise for working with ESL

students across academic disciplines often teaching schedules the physical layout of

a school or the sociopoliticalsocio political milieu make cooperation among faculty difficult

although many school districts provide content area teachers with formal ESL inin serviceservice

development ESL practitioners often remain the loneioneone expert on ESL issuesissues within indi-

vidual schools ESL students however need acadacademicennicernic support from all their teachers

given the circumstances ESL practitioners are in a position to initiate cross disciplinary

collaboration and to create both formal and informal inin service opportunities within

their schools

at the national center for science teaching and learning language educators had

the opportunity to cross academic boundaries to listen to science teachers inin florida

nan9 and ohio nan4 discuss teaching second language learners analyses of thefocusthe focus

group data iei e discussion and written feedback and surveys completed by pre service

science teachers n48 provide insight into successfully pursuing cross disciplinary

collaboration this article describes a model fortor creating effective ESL inm serviceservice

opportunities in K 12 settings

an ESL in service model

working within a schools system ESL practitioners must be strategic inin advocat-

ing for and pursuing cross disciplinary collaboration the appendix represents our

three step ESL in service model in this model ESL practitioners begin by focusing on

an identified concern of content area teachers next they decide whether to approach

collaboration with content area teachers informally or formally within their schools

finally ESL practitioners select an appropriate strategy for conveying information to

colleagues these steps inin creating inin serviceservice opportunities are described further

the concerns the content of ESL inin service opportunities must focus on the stat-

ed real world concern of teachers our research revealed that the four defining con
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cernscems of content area teachers are how they view learners language teaching and

resources understanding these concerns and the problems they suggest are essential to

appropriately tailoring and packaging the ESL message for an in serviceservice audience

concern 1 view of learners

content area teachers know that ESL students face many challenges in adjusting to

a new culture language and school system however they lack the type of detail about

their ESL learners that would be genuinely useful in facilitating student learning
content area teachers had many questions about ESL learners home school and com

munity environments

first content area teachers agree that they lack information about their ESL stu

dents home environment what language is spoken at home what cultural back

ground and expectations do they have what attitude does the family have toward high

er educationeducation9educations9 what sciencescience background do they havehave9havea some teachers wonder what
students motivation and attitudes are toward learning english

second content area teachers are concerned about the classroom environment
some teachers reported that they avoid calling on ESL students in class and preferred
to wait for students to volunteer answers other teachers felt that ESL learners are too

passive in the classroom one sciencescience teacher perhaps best capture the complexity of
the feelings facing teachers of mainmammalnmainstreamedmamstreamedstreamed ESL students by admitting

I1 have some conflict in the classroom the ESLESLJ students come inin and they

do gravitate to the back I1 find myself sometimes when I1 talk to them simsim
plifying too much the other conflict that I1 have is what about the other stu

dents the normal english speakerspeaker9speakers9 whats their concept about what im
doingdoing9doings Is this boring to them I1 guess the conflict within me is what can I1

dodog I1 can t stop but how do I1 go onong

to prepare for our focus group discussion inin florida two seasoned high school scisci

ence educators asked their school counselor to invite a group of their former and current
ESL students sixsix inin all to talk to them about their school and science experiences
significantly this was the teachers first effort to talk inin depth with any of their ESL stu-

dents one teacher shared that it really opened my eyes to sit down with these stu-

dents at the table and see a different aspect of them what their concerns are and how
they feel about coming into my class it changed my whole concept

finally affective factors that influence language and content learning go beyond the

classroom to the community as well one teacher expressed concern that their students

face community biases such as the attitude that this is america and I1 dont want any
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of those people coming inin another teacher noted that 1 I never hear anybody say

letsletsI ets learn a little spanish its always you know they better leamlearn our language

whether the focus is on the home classroom or community environment how the

individual ESL student manages leamslearns and prospers isis unclear to many content area

teachers the focus seems to be on the outcomes rather than the processes of survival

one science teacher said 1I really have to admire them ESL students I1 dont know

how they come from these other countriescountnes and are seemingly better than our students

that already know english how do they do itit9ita

concern 2 view of language learning

content area teachers are not bound by second language theories research or prac-

tice inin articulating their views of what it means to leamlearn a second language many of the

attitudes they have toward language learning are based on intuition content area teach-

ers language learning concerns were revealed most often through the following two

questions 1 should students be mainstreamedmainstrearnedmainmaln streamed before they have english fluencyfluency77 and

2 if they are mainstreamedmain streamed what should I1 expect of my ESL studentsstudents99

A majority of the teachers we surveyed 77 agree that students cannot wait for

english fluency before entering the content classroom nevertheless many teachers are

confronted by people who do not want ESL students mainstreamedmainstreamed for example one

teacher said

I1 hear that all the time not just fromirom teachers but from spouses of teachers
and parents of my students who are english speakers what are they doing
inin herehere9herec if they can t speak english theyre wasting my childs time I1

have always had trouble explaining why theyre inin my classroom even to

myself

in addition to this issue of fluency content area teachers want to know if they

should have the same learning expectations of ESL students as they have of native

english speakers content area teachers express uncertainty about how to 1 match lan-

guage abilities to content learning expectations and 2 judge what is easy or difficult for

the ESL learner from a linguistic perspective poor oral language skills do appear to be

unsettling for some teachers as reflected inin the following types of comments a he
never says anything inin class b he has been here six months why isnt he speaking

more or c why doesnt the student answer questions or read orally inin classclasso

these comments reflect possible misconceptions about language learning first
content area teachers may not understand that comprehension precedes production inm

language learning or that oral production carries a heavier linguistic load than listening
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or reading using the right words in the right sequence with the right tenses can be

overwhelming when the ESL student does not have good control of the academic con-

tent or the language second a content area teacher may not recognize that the use of
rich visual or written support materials provide ESL students the linguistic support they

need to develop language proficiency third sciencescience teachers appear to viewview vocabu-

lary as the quintessential element of language they believe we reach ESL students

through word lists and dictionaries specialized bilingual science dictionaries
determining whether ESL students have problems with the language or with academic

content requires a broader view of language learning one that involves extended dis-

course negotiation and demonstration of understanding in a variety of appropriate con-

texts

content area teachers are uncertain about what to expect from their ESL students in

terms of language development and content learning working in isolation these teach-

ers develop their own sometimes erroneous view of language and language learning

concern 3 view of teaching

A vast majority of content area teachers were not prepared during their undergrad-

uate studies to deal with ESL students in the classroom content area teachers indicate

that they lack a sound ESL based rationale to guide their choices in teaching modify-

ing materials and testing

the first teaching question content area teachers have is what is the best most effec-

tive and easiest strategy technique or method of conveying academic content to ESL

students although they ask about the way to teach ESL students they themselves

report using a diversity of teaching strategies such as the use of concept maps seman-

tic webs handsonhands on activities cooperative learning drawing and learning logs

while some science teachers told us that they initially looked forward to partici-

pating in required ESL endorsement programs they soon became resentful when they
saw the content of such programs one teacher said that endorsement programs suggest

teaching strategies that good teachers use already another teacher felt the endorsement

programs were insulting because were already doing these thing but we just dont
have them labeled as an ESL strategy some endorsement programs may not effec-

tively focus the attention of content area teachers on second language acquisition nego-

tiated interaction effective teacher talk and the importance of including both language
and content objectives in lesson planning

the second teaching concern content area teachers have is knowing what materials

to use with ESL students teachers want to know whether they should use special bilin-

gual or simplified materials and what modifications to materials will work
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the third common teaching concern for content area teachers is knowing how to

assess ESL students knowledge of content eg sciencescience history math bernhardtBemhardt

destinodestine kamikamilkamlkamii and rodriguez munoz 1995 also feel that this concern is well found

ed in that second language students must demonstrate knowledge in a language over

which they have only partial control p 6 content area teachers want to know

whether they should grade how they should grade and how much special help they

should give their ESL learners on classroom tests

concern 4 view of resources

content area teachers view resources as personnel and facility concerns they are

interested in what resources and personnel are available to help them assess ESL stu-

dents reading level and language proficiency they are concerned about large class

sizessizes time constraints heterogeneous language and ability grouping funding for sup-

port programs and native speaker jealousies toward ESL students for the special pro-

grams resources and attention given to them

our data suggests that many content area teachers are not accustomed to thinking

of their schools ESL teacher as a partner ally or accessible resource for meeting the

needs of ESL students interdisciplinary cooperation isis hindered by both perceptions

and logistics regarding perceptions one ESL teacher summed up the feelings of many

ESL professionals by saying im willing to work with content teachers why arent
content teachers willing to work with me in terms of logistics one science teacher

notes the whole design of schools is against this concept of cooperation I1 mean

they built the schools to keep teachers from communicating and theyve separated us

so we hardly see each other except for faculty meetings these obstacles to collabora-

tion can only be overcome by strategic planning

the questions that a science teacher may ponder in one corner of the local high

school may be well within the grasp and expertise of the ESL teacher down the hall

when a content area teacher asks why dont they talk to me the ESL teacher can pro-

vide family language cultural or affective realities about language learning that may

help the content area teacher understand a students silence passivity or expectations

dialogue between content area and ESL teachers about appropriate expectations and

effective classroom practices would be beneficial for ESL learners the public school

reality is that these teachers rarely cross paths opportunities for collaboration must be

created

one science teacher observes that teachers dont have the time to go and look for

things you have to provide it for them in very concrete ways another teacher reminds

us that most teachers have one thing in common they care about students approach
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us through these students and youre going to reach a lot more teachers than if you

come to us from a professional were going to make you do this approach

in summary the learner language teaching and resource concerns of content area

teachers reveal the challenges teachers face in meeting the needs of ESL students these
concerns should serve as foci in our cross disciplinary efforts to educate and advocate

for ESL students and programs

the approach although formal school level or endorsement type in service

opportunities have high visibility and punctuate the importance of ESL issues more

informal approaches to in service could be explored to support content area teachers in

their individual day to day and on going efforts to meet ESL students needs ESL

practitioners could use informal print one on one or small group approaches or more

formal school level in service to initiate and create opportunities for collaboration

As represented inin the appendix content area teachers could easily be given a one

page printed handout on a relevant ESL issue to review at their own convenience or
they might respond more positively to an ESL teachers input on a one on one basis

when it focuses on a particular students progress in their class ESL teachers may also

initiate collaboration by approaching small groups of content area teachers with similar

concerns these small groups may be defined by discipline ie math teachers grade

ie fifth grade teachers schedule ieie first lunch period or faculty friendship

content area teachers are pivotal colleagues inin educating ESL populations
content area teachers would benefit by being seen as learners themselves that is as

learners with cognitive social and affective needs related to learningleaming new content for
example content area teachers may face their own social or affective obstacles in teach-

ing ESL students approaches to in service must be planned to account for different cog-

nitive learning styles and to help teachers as learners themselves overcome the biases
and limitations that hinder them from instructionallyinstructionally supporting their ESL learners

the strategy many strategies for presenting ESL focused information to content

area teachers exist for the creative and strategic ESL practitioner teachers awareness

of ESL students can be heightened with printed materials by circulating single theme

monthly flyers using bulletingbilletingbulleting boards to display student work or distributing language

related surveys eg richards & lockhart 1994 this information should be limited

to concise one page summaries of what content area teachers want to know with

examples easy to grasp even providing the faculty lounge or library with ESL books

articles or audiovisualaudio visual materials may be helpful

one on one content area teachers are more apt to ask specific language culture

and pedagogy questions cross disciplinary dialogue can be initiated by entering the

content area teachers classroom one on one efforts with content area teachers should
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focus on individual student progress and classroom visits using a problem analysis

worksheet may be useful

although small groups may emerge naturally there is also benefit in targeting a dif-

ferent department to work with each month working with small groups of content area

teachers allows an ESL specialist to 1 discuss teaching practices that help ESL students

2 demonstrate language objectives for specific content lessons or 3 help teachers

develop prototypical assignment files

clearly school level in service workshops and professional development days are

the most formal and expensive approach to ESL education other school level strate-

gies include encouraging content area teachers to attend local ESL conferences spon-

soring activities showcasing language diversity or creating formal links between depart-

ments within schools these strategies develop awareness and ameliorate prejudices

conclusion

content area teachers often work inin isolation in independent classrooms and rely

on intuition about learners language development and teaching practices to address the

needs of ESL students although content area teachers are not always receptive to our

advocacy and teaching efforts on behalf of ESL students ESL practitioners can play an

important role within their schools to initiate collaboration and create in service oppor-

tunitiestuni ties that meet the day to day needs of their content area colleagues

whether an ESL practitioner utilizes print one on one small group or school level

in service opportunities will depend on each schools readiness to discuss ESL students

needs in communities where language and culture diversity are just beginning to

emerge as school issuesissues informal in service approaches may yield the most benefit

there is a need for cross disciplinary collaboration between various content

domains and ESL specialists laying the ground work for such collaboration requires

understanding the in service audiences concerns and then selecting and approach and

strategy that meet your schools needs taking advantage of both formal and informal

in service opportunities can help teachers who share a building also share their concerns

and expertise across academic boundaries for the benefit of ESL student populations
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APPENDIX
K 12 ESL in service model

CONCERN APPROACH STRATEGY

share monthly fliers

make bulletin boards

distribute surveys

print display student work

list and offer resources
provide student info

share relevant articles
provide useful texts to faculty

learner focus on individual students progress

visit each others classroom
one o no work through school counselors

respond to specific questions

language develop materials

encourage interviewspanelinterview spanel discussions with students
create sample assignment files

use audiovisualaudio visual materials

teaching target a department a month identify

concerns and provide alternatives

small group discuss lessons from a second language perspective

teach useful spanish etc to english speaking teachers

resources

invite faculty to ESL conferences
encourage workshops on multiple intelligences

& multiculturalism

school level encourage talent shows or other events that

showcase diversity

establish formal links between departments


